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Softball Challenge
Complete the activity.

1.

A sacrifice made by hitting a long fly ball allowing a baserunner on third base to score
a run after the ball is caught
A. Curveball B. Sacrifice fly C. Strikeout D. Squeeze play

2.

An out resulting from the batter getting three strikes
A. Strikeout B. Walk C. Forceout D. Sacrifice fly

3.

An advance to first base by a batter who receives four balls
A. Grand slam B. Designated hitter C. Strikeout D. Walk

4.

Hitting a baseball lightly without swinging the bat
A. Pop fly B. Bunt C. Designated hitter D. Run batted in

5.

An out made when a baserunner, forced to run because another teammate must run
to the base being occupied, cannot reach the next base safely
A. Grand slam B. Bunt C. Designated hitter D. Forceout

6.

A play in which a runner on third base tries to score as the batter bunts the pitch
A. Squeeze play B. Forceout C. Walk D. Curveball

7.

A ballplayer who is designated to bat in place of the pitcher
A. Designated hitter B. Walk C. Run batted in D. Forceout

8.

A home run with a baserunner on each base, scoring four runs
A. Grand slam B. Squeeze play C. Curveball D. Run batted in

9.

The credit a batter receives for a turn at bat that enables a teammate to score a run
A. Run batted in B. Squeeze play C. Curveball D. Forceout

10. A short high fly ball
A. Forceout B. Squeeze play C. Strikeout D. Pop fly
11. A pitch of a baseball that is thrown with spin so that its path curves as it approaches
the batter
A. Designated hitter B. Run batted in C. Bunt D. Curveball
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